Abstract. Pairing based cryptosystems can accomplish novel security applications such as ID-based cryptosystems, which h a ve not been constructed e ciently without the pairing. The processing speed of the pairing based cryptosystems is relatively slow compared with the other conventional public key cryptosystems. However, several e cient algorithms for computing the pairing have been proposed, namely Duursma-Lee algorithm and its variant T pairing. In this paper, we present a n e c i e n t implementation of the pairing over some mobilephones. The processing speed of our implementation in ARM9 processors on BREW achieves under 100 milliseconds using the supersingular curve o ver F 3 97 . It has become e cient enough to implement s e c u r i t y applications, such a s I Dbased cryptosystems and broadcast encryption, using the pairing on BREW mobilephones.
Introduction
The pairing can realize novel cryptographic applications e.g. ID-based cryptosystem 5], broadcast encryption 2], which h a ve not been achieved e ciently by c o n ventional public key cryptosystems. ID-based cryptosystems can replace the public key with an E-mail address or an IP address which can be easily memorized. However, the processing speed is slower than that of other public key cryptosystem. The timing in paper 3] shows that the processing speed of pairing based cryptosystem is about 5 times or more slower than that of RSA cryptosystem or elliptic curve cryptosystem. Recently, Duursma and Lee proposed a very e cient algorithm for computing the pairing over supersingular curves 6]. Barreto et al. then presented T pairing which i s a b o u t t wice faster than Duursma-Lee algorithm 1]. The two algorithms can compute the pairing relatively e cient.
By the recent progress of devices technology, w e are able to implement pairing based cryptosystems on ubiquitous devices that the processing speed is comparatively slow. Especially, it is important to implement a n d e v aluate of the pairing based cryptosystem on mobilephones which are the most familiar as ubiquitous devices. For mobilephones, there are two kinds of platforms such that JAVA and BREW. An implementation of the pairing with mobilephones for JAVA w as already reported 12] .
In this paper, we report about an e cient implementation of the pairing by mobilephones in ARM9 processors on BREW. We implement both DuursmaLee algorithm and T pairing over nite elds F 3 m for extension degrees m = f97, 167,193,239,313g . W e try to improve the e ciency of pairing by the following procedures. At rst, functions of the nite eld and the pairing are implemented from scratch i n C language. Then, we i n vestigate the functions which requires a lot of the processing time by using a pro ling tool. It turns out that the multiplications in the nite eld are about 80% of the whole computation of the pairing programs, and thus we f o c u s on enhancing the speed of multiplication in F 3 m .
Note that a substitution operation in F 3 m on ARM9 processors is relatively slow to our experiments. Comb method can perform the polynomial multiplication fast because there are few substitution operations than normal multiplication algorithm 10]. We propose the improved Comb method which reduces the number of the substitution operations by eliminating the rst loop of the Comb method. The improved Comb method enhances the whole speed of pairing by about 20%. In addition, the unrollment of the loop in the programs further improves the speed due to the reducement of pipeline hazard.
Moreover, we compare the processing speed of the pairing with that of other standard public key cryptosystems, i.e. RSA cryptosystem and elliptic curve cryptosystem. In our implementation in ARM9 processors on BREW, the pairing achieves the e cient processing speed, and the pairing on BREW mobilephones has become practical enough.
Algorithms for Implementing the Pairing
In this section, we explain some e cient algorithms for computing in nite elds and the pairing. Note that each operation in F 3 m has the following relationship of the cost:
The Elements Representation in
where A, C, M and I are the cost for addition/subtraction, cube, multiplication and inversion, respectively. In our implementation of F 3 97 , the di erence of the costs in each inequality s i g n ( <) is about 10 times (see for Section 3.4). 
Arithmetic in Extended Field
where i is an element in F 3 3m , a j is an element in We show the costs of operations in F 3 3m and F 3 6m in Table 1 . The operations cost of addition/subtraction and cube in F 3 6m is just 2 times of that in F 3 3m . Meanwhile the operation cost of multiplication and inversion in F 3 6m is more than 2 times of that in F 3 3m . 
where E(F 3 m ) r] is the subgroup of order r in E(F 3 m ). Point in E(F 3 6m ) is generated from point i n E(F 3 m ) b y using distortion map (x y) = ( ;x + y ). The pairing ehP Qi satis es bilinearity ehaP Qi = ehP aQi = ehP Qi a , where P Q are points in E(F 3 m ) r] a n d a is an integer.
Miller proposed the rst polynomial time algorithm for computing Tate pairing 16]. Duursma and Lee proposed the e cient algorithm using supersingular elliptic curve o ver nite elds in characteristic 3 6] . Kwon proposed an improved algorithm of Duursma-Lee algorithm which requires no cube root. We present Duursma-Lee algorithm without cube root in Algorithm 1.
Duursma-Lee algorithm has the step which is called the nal exponentiation.
The step is necessary to compute T (3 3m ;1) , where T = 1 + 0 is the representation in equation (2) . One nal exponentiation usually requires 3m multiplications and 1 i n version in F 3 6m . However it can be computed by 1 m ultiplication and 1 i n version due to T (3 3m ;1) = ( ; 1 + t 0 )( 1 + 0 ) ;1 13].
T Pairing
T pairing can reduce the cost of Duursma-Lee algorithm to the half by using Frobenius map 1]. An improved algorithm without cube root was also proposed in T pairing 4]. We show T pairing without cube root in Algorithm 3. T pairing need a nal exponentiation step to compute T S , where S = ( 3 3m ; 1)(3 m + 1 ) ( 3 m ; 3 (m+1)=2 + 1). Because S is a large va l u e , i t t a k es much time to compute the nal exponentiation compared with Duursma-Lee algorithm. However, an e cient algorithm which uses the torus T 2 for F 3 6m was This algorithm for computing T S is shown in Algorithm 4.
The output of Duursma-Lee algorithm and T pairing relates as follows: Table 2 . The third column is the estimated number of multiplications with A= 0:01M, C= 0:1M, I= 10M appeared in Section 3.4. Actually, the cost of T pairing is smaller than that of Duursma-Lee algorithm.
3 Implementation of the Pairing on BREW In this section, we explain our e cient implementation of the pairing in mobilephones on BREW 1 .
Experimental Environment a n d Analysis of the Program
In this paper, we try to implement the pairing on ARM9 processors which is currently often used for mobilephones. BREW supports an emulator of ARM processors on a PC whose programs are written in C language. A source le in C i s complied using an ARM compiler on BREW, and then an executable le (*.mod) of BREW applications for ARM processors is generated.
Here we are interested in the timing of the executable les on ARM processors. The same source code can be also compiled using a standard C compiler, and we can examine the timing of the compiled codes on a PC. We deploy a P C (AMD Opteron Processor 246 (2.0 GHz), RAM : 1 GByte) with GCC version 3.4.2 using the ags "-O2 -fomit-frame-pointer", and mobilephones (150MHz ARM9 processor and 225MHz ARM9 processor) with an ARM complier using "-Otime" for optimizing the speed.
In order to implement the pairing, we implement the functions of thenite eld in Section 2. Table 3. 1 BREW is a registered trademark of Qualcomm company a n d i t is an application platform developed for mobilephones of cdmaOne and cdma2000. In Table 3 , the multiplication speeds of both Duursma-Lee algorithm and T pairing are about 80% in the whole program of the pairing. Accordingly, w e t r y to optimize the speed of multiplication in F 3 m .
Optimized Multiplication for BREW
In the following we propose the improved Comb method, w h i c h reduces the number of the substitution operations by unrolling the rst loop of Comb method.
Here we explain the improved Comb method with extension degree m = 97, but it can be applicable to other extension degrees m = f167 193 237 313g.
We now focus on In the one method, we perform e ectively multiplication in We can reduce the processing time of the whole pairing about 10% by developing the optimized multiplication for T R.
In the other method, we unroll the loop used in all the functions of F 3 m . T h e functions in F 3 m processes 32 coe cients depending on word length at a time.
For example, the addition of m (hi lo)-bits is constructed dm=W e times of loop.
By unrolling this loop, the count of a pipeline hazard in the target processor can be reduced. Actually, the processing speed of the whole pairing can be improved about 30% by unrolling the loop.
Finally, w e also implemented a window method in Algorithm 5. However the speed of the window method of width 2 was slower on the ARM9 processors (Note that it was faster on the Opteron processor). Therefore we d o n o t u s e a window method in this paper. The main reason is that the precomputation table in the window method can not be stored in the CPU cache of the mobilephones and thus we h a ve to road it from outside the CPU cache. 
Implementation Result
We show t h e a verage time of the operations in F 3 m and the pairing algorithms, Duursma-Lee algorithm and T pairing, on the ARM9 processors and on the Opteron processor in Table 4 inversion (I) in T pairing, respectively. In our programs except optF 3 97 , w h e n is the largest. As an average size of executable les currently, 300 Kbytes or less is standard. Then, the size of our executable les becomes the size of around 10% in BREW applications.
T pairing is more e cient than Duursma-Lee algorithm in ARM9 processors and the Opteron processor. The processing speed achieves 56.5 msec in the 150MHz ARM9 processor and 37.52 msec in the 225MHz ARM9 processor for computing T pairing on the supersingular curve o ver F 3 97 .
Remark 1 In paper 12]
, there is a report on the implementation of T pairing using Java mobilephones. They achieved about 500 msec for m = 9 7 o n F OMA 901iS, where its CPU speci cation is not available from the manufacture. However, FOMA 901 is a commercial product of the same generation with the mobilephones which equips 150MHz and 225Mhz ARM9 processors. An executable le on Java mobilephones is in general slower than that in BREW mobilephones. In this case our implementation is about 10 times faster.
Comparison with Other Public Key Cryptosystems
In order to demonstrate the e ciency of our implementation of the pairing, we implement the standard public key cryptosystems in ARM9 processors on BREW, namely RSA cryptosystem (RSA) and elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC).
The The current k ey size of RSA is 1,024 bits. It is known that the key size of ECC with the same security level as 1,024 bits RSA is 160 bits. In our implementation, this is equivalent t o E C C o ver The processing speed of RSA and that of ECC over F 2 n and F p are shown Table 7 . The speeds of 1,024 bits RSA on 150MHz and 225MHz ARM9 processors are 447.93 msec and 327.33 msec, respectively. The speeds of T pairing over F 3 193 on 150MHz and 225MHz ARM9 processors are 401.27 msec and 261.88 msec in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. T h us, the speeds of T pairing is slightly faster than that of RSA in our implementation. The size of executable le (*.mod) of RSA is 21,164 Bytes, which is smaller than that of T pairing. In addition, the speeds of ECC over F 2 163 (and F p (p = 160 bits)) on 150MHz and 225MHz ARM9 processors are 1,360.40, 887.60 msec (and 902.40, 499.00 msec), respectively. The size of executable le (*.mod) o f E C C o ver F 2 163 (and F p (p = 160 bits)) were 23,868 Bytes (and 20,792 Bytes), respectively.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented e cient implementation of Duursma-Lee algorithm and T pairing over F 3 m using BREW mobilephones. In our initial implementation in F 3 97 , the whole time required for the multiplication is about 80% in the computation of the pairing. We t h us proposed improved Comb method, w h i c h i s particularly e ective m ultiplication for BREW mobilephones, namely with fewer substitution operations. Moreover, we improved the multiplication T R in F 3 6m of the pairing algorithms and we performed loop unrolling in the nite eld.
As a result, the processing speed of our optimized pairing implementation using BREW on 150MHz and 225MHz ARM9 processors achieved under 100 milliseconds. It has become e cient enough to implement security applications, such as ID-based cryptosystems and broadcast encryption, using the pairing on BREW mobilephones.
